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O UR M ISSION V ISION AND V ALUES
Our Vision
We create fulfilling opportunities for people and communities through our passion

Our Mission
Empowering people to achieve

Our Values
Relationships
Excellence
Strength
Passion
Experience
Community
Trust
The Respect we have for each other and the Respect we have for people and communities gives us the opportunities to
build for today and grow for tomorrow.

ConnectAbility acknowledges the Traditional Owners and custodians of this land where we work and pay our respects to their
Elders, past, present and future. Together we acknowledge the contributions of Aboriginal Australians and non-Aboriginal
Australians with a disability to this country, and reaffirm ConnectAbility’s purpose of building an inclusive society where people
can live the life they choose.

Steve M and Paul B , both deaf and one gentleman also blind support each other to walk along the Redhead Beach Walk.
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WELCOME

From the Chair and CEO

skills and making new friends.
elcome to the ConnectAbility Annual Report of 2014—2015 where
we celebrate the achievements of the people who choose to use our
ConnectAbility is in the midst of an era of unprecedented change. The National
service and the organisation.
disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) is now a reality and its implementation is
This has been a significant year for ConnectAbility. At the beginning involving thousands of people across the Hunter Trial site. Over the past year approx.
63% of our disability participants have transitioned to the NDIS. For these people the
of the year the Committee of Management and Senior Executive made a strategic
NDIS has provided people with disabilities and their families more choice, control and
decision to look at growing the organisation through adding complimentary support
opportunities alongside our disability services. Through this diversification more people portability over the use of their funding. People are able to choose the provider that
within the community could benefit from our individualised and person centred models meets their needs, goals and aspirations.
and ConnectAbility could benefit from a varied funding base. The Committee of
The NDIS is a significant generational milestone for people with a disability, their
Management (CoM) commenced discussions with the Board of Jesmond
families and carers, and for not for profit service providers like ConnectAbility. Our
Neighbourhood Centre who provide:
presence in the Hunter NDIS trial site positions us well to learn first hand as the
transition to full scheme approaches. It also provides a vast insight into the real costs

Neighbourhood Aid supporting Aged Care services
and impacts associated with delivering supports and services.

Adolescent and Family Counselling

Hall Hire (Jesmond and Silveridge)
We believe ConnectAbility is well placed to respond to the changes facing the sector,

Community Hub supporting activities such as a playgroup, exercise classes,
and further improve and diversify service provision to add value and increase the
community garden and english conversation classes
quality of people’s lives, but to achieve this it is essential that ConnectAbility remains
The programs and activities offered through the Jesmond Neighbourhood Centre
financially sustainable and viable. This is highlighted with ConnectAbility achieving
directly support the community. We are excited to be able to learn from the clients
external Third Party Verification in September 2014. This outcome demonstrates
and staff of Jesmond and extend support opportunities to more people within the
ConnectAbility meeting key criteria in service delivery against the NSW Disability
Hunter.
Service Standards highlighting the services Quality Assurance systems are well
established.
The merger which was approved by the appropriate Funding Authorities has seen us
take on an additional 15 staff and 402 participants. Today we employ over 120 staff and
The ConnectAbility Committee of Management (CoM) firmly believes in the
volunteers who remain committed to assisting the people we support. People are
importance of investing in all our people, our services and programs and systems to
encouraged and supported to dream of the life that they want and identify the steps,
ensure ConnectAbility has the organisational capability to achieve outcomes and
big and small that they need to take to achieve this life.
make a real difference in the lives of people who choose to engage us as their
provider of choice.
For our older community members this is about maintaining community contacts,
friendships and independence. For our young people and families attending counselling
services it is about developing strengths, strategies and understanding of each other
and their communities and for our playgroups and exercise classes it is about building
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With implementing the many changes associated with the merger of Jesmond and the
challenges associated with the transition to the NDIS a decision was made by the
Committee of Management to engage a Financial Consultancy Agency to assist with
analysis and reporting of our financial position and how to implement efficiencies in
processes to ensure ongoing viability and sustainability for ConnectAbility.

Throughout this report we are delighted to celebrate the achievements of
ConnectAbility’s people. The examples demonstrate their abilities and achievements
and we hope you celebrate along with us after reading them.

We are also fortunate to be able to achieve individual and organisational outcomes
through working with corporate and community supporters who assist us to build our
Cinch Financial were originally engaged for three months from May 2015 to undertake skills base, assist with fundraising or provide enhanced opportunities and we are
a scope that included looking at efficiencies in the Finance area and working on the
grateful for their support.
current unit cost for service provision for the organisation. In order to continue to
As Chair and CEO we would like to thank the members of the Committee of
investigate additional areas for efficiency and productivity increases the contract has
Management and the members of the various sub committees who so generously give
been extended until February 2016. By this time they will have introduced a series of
their time, expertise and support to the organisation.
measures and reporting processes that will assist the organisation to monitor,
ConnectAbility is fortunate to have a skilled, dedicated and passionate management
manage and grow in the future, adapting to the changes within the aged and disability
team and workforce of paid staff and volunteers. Without their commitment and
sectors allowing us to become stronger. We thank David Hubbard and Joanne
support of ConnectAbility we could not continue to grow, be innovative, flexible or
Haywood in particular for their patience, guidance and expertise.
meet the unique individual needs of all the people we support, their families and our
As always we have some fantastic community connections that enhance
stakeholders.
opportunities and outcomes for ConnectAbility and its people


The Australian Hotels Association Newcastle and Hunter (AHA) continue to
support us through the annual Dine Out for Disability campaign. Last year was
the fifth anniversary of this event and again local hotels ensured a great
outcome that supported the purchase of a vehicle to get more people out into
their communities. Dine Out has raised over $205,000.00 for ConnectAbility
since its inception. A truly great achievement.

As always we wish to thank the management and staff of Departments of Social
Services, Aged Care Programs, Family and Community Services, and Family and
Community Services, Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) for their support and
assistance during the year. Their contributions and dedication to assisting providers
such as ConnectAbility allow us to remain focused on achieving positive participant
outcomes.



ConnectAbility have partnered with, and been supported by a number of local
businesses that have assisted us to enhance the supports we provide and
increased our capacity through the sharing of skills and knowledge. The
support from businesses small and large have made us a better organisation for
which we are truly grateful.

We also thank the Management and staff of the National Disability Insurance Agency
(NDIA). They are delivering positive outcomes for our participants and working with us
to maximise opportunities.



Most of all we would like to thank our participants, families, stakeholders, supporters
and partners who place in us their faith and trust that we will support strengths,
We are also fortunate that we have such a great group of participant and family maintain and develop independence, showcase and enhance the abilities of those we
volunteers. In 2014 they helped create around 1000 Christmas Decorations that support, keep community contacts alive and make dreams realities. It is with joy that
were sold at the annual Hunter Arts Network Christmas market. The funds
we celebrate the significant achievements of those we support and look forward to
raised have been used to provide art resources which all participants have been joining you and your families in the adventures of the year ahead.
able to enjoy. A great initiative supported by our Arts Facilitator Susan
David Bate, Chair Committee of Management and David Carey, CEO
Porteous.
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RETAINING INDEPENDENCE

O

ne of the things that we all treasure is our independence.

When through, age, illness or circumstances beyond our control that independence is
diminished it can be a difficult time emotionally in coming to terms with the need to say
yes to some assistance.

favourite day of the week—Friday Friendship Group. Despite significant illness this year
Mr Paton is always up early on a Friday ready to spend time with the friends they have
made at the group and enjoy entertainment and a two course lunch.

ConnectAbility, through its Jesmond and Silveridge sites offers older members of the
community a variety of assistance opportunities that support people to maintain
independence and stay in their own homes. There are options to have a volunteer
provide transport to medical appointments or to complete shopping. You can have a staff
member come to provide basic domestic duties to help maintain the home and there are
the Friendship Groups that meet to share a meal, entertainment and meet good friends.

The social aspect of the group is important in maintaining community connections and
health and wellbeing outcomes for people who may now live alone and have restricted
access to community activities due to mobility or illness. It is an opportunity for people
to provide peer supports and staff can identify and assist people whose needs may be
increasing. This can be critical for individuals where family are not able to provide
support or assistance.

Mrs Peggy Paton was kind enough to share her and her husband Doug’s experiences in
utilising these supports.

ConnectAbility is honoured to be included in the lives of all the clients who utilise
Domestic Assistance, transport and Friendship groups and are pleased that Mr & Mrs
Paton feel included within the community and supported by that community.

Mrs Paton told us that at first she was reluctant to accept any in home supports. “By
ConnectAbility will continue to look at opportunities to enhance and grow these
accepting a stranger into the home to complete tasks you had been doing for a number
of years you were decreasing your privacy and admitting you were getting older or frail”. programs to support additional people with a range of activities and opportunities.
This has thankfully not been the case with the ConnectAbility staff member and Mr &
Mrs Paton have developed a good relationship and routine around the assistance.
Bathroom, kitchen and floors are quickly and efficiently cleaned and extra care is taken to
ensure the cleaning is done in a safe manner for the family.
Mr Paton, a retired carpenter, built the family home and has no desire to move at this
stage. By linking with Domestic Assistance supports the couple can maintain their
independence and privacy and there is less of a need to move into a smaller home or
consider moving into aged care.
Mrs Paton also shared that they use the volunteer transport service to get them to their
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HELPING YOU, HELPING ME.
eing a part of a community is about being
involved, engaged and feeling that you are
contributing.

early nerves of being in a new role. Gradually he became
more comfortable with the role and the centre itself.
Frazer states that he loves his job as he enjoys helping
people.

Frazer has a well developed sense of generosity and
compassion for people. He loves to be with, and to
support others where he can.

Frazer more recently has begun working in the
food court at Charlestown Square where he
Frazer is also a young man who wants to secure a future
clears away rubbish, wipes down tables and
for himself, to be independent and to one day carve out a returns trays and cups to food outlets. It also
career that he enjoys.
provides him with an opportunity to connect
with people.
Finding work when you have a disability can be difficult as
you often need experience. ConnectAbility staff were
Frazer looks forward to his volunteer shifts, and
delighted for Frazer when he was able to undertake a
he's made friends with the people he works
voluntary role through the Hunter Volunteer Centre that with.
would support him in gaining skills and experience with an
Frazer was coached in his job through role
added bonus of working with people.
modeling and team work with his support
Frazer began his work experience with the Hunter
workers who were also inducted into the
Volunteer Centre in March by becoming part of the
Welcome Team. He is currently exhibiting a
new found level of independence and
Charlestown Square Welcome Team.
confidence in his role.
The Welcome Team provides individuals with work
experience and a chance to develop their skills and work In his spare time Frazer loves to draw and
ethic. Twenty percent of those participants move on to
create stories. He has exhibited at local events
paid work, either with Charlestown Square or retailers
which has also boosted his self esteem and
who see their value as workers.
awareness of his strengths and skills.
Following a two-week induction he was provided with a
uniform and began helping people find their way around
Charlestown Square. He was assisted to help customers
find retail outlets and greet people with a smile.
At first he was not sure that he was “right” for the
position. His support staff helped him through those

These workplace skills are transferrable
across all areas of his life and will support him
into the future.
ConnectAbility is honoured to be able to
accompany Frazer on his journey into the
workforce.

HOTELS

SUPPORTING OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY

AND INDIVIDUALS TO ACHIEVE THEIR DREAMS

Argenton Hotel

Edgeworth Tavern

Mary Ellen Hotel

Sydney Junction Hotel

Australia Hotel (CESSNOCK)

Erringhi Hotel

Minmi Hotel

The Albion Hotel (WICKHAM)

Bar Petit

Gates Hotel

Nags Head Hotel (ADAMSTOWN)

The Beaumont Exchange Hotel

Bay Hotel Motel

General Roberts Hotel

Neath Hotel

The George Tavern

Beach Hotel

General Washington Hotel

Northern Star Hotel

The Honeysuckle Hotel

Beauford Hotel

Grand Hotel (NEWCASTLE)

Oakdale Tavern

The Junction Tavern

Belmore Hotel (MAITLAND)

Gunyah Hotel

Paterson Tavern

The Lake Macquarie Tavern

Bennett Hotel

Hamilton Station Hotel

Pippis at the Point Hotel

The Lambton Park Hotel

Blackbutt Hotel

Heddon Greta Hotel

Potters Hotel and Brewery

The Maryland Tavern

Boatrowers Hotel

Hotel CBD Newcastle

Premier Hotel

Toronto Hotel

Bradford Hotel

Hotel Jesmond

Prince of Wales Hotel (MEREWETHER)

Wangi Hotel

Burwood Inn Hotel

Hotel Tudor

Queens Wharf Brewery Hotel

Wentworth Hotel (CESSNOCK)

Bushrangers Bar and Brasserie

Iron Horse Inn Hotel

Royal Federal Hotel

Windsor Castle Hotel (EAST MAITLAND)

Caves Beach Hotel

Jewells Tavern

Rutherford Hotel

Central Hotel (STROUD)

Junction Inn Hotel (RAYMOND TERRACE) Salamander Resort Hotel

Cessnock Hotel

Kent Hotel

Sea Breeze Hotel (NELSON BAY)

Colliery Inn Hotel

Lake Macquarie Hotel Motel

Seven Seas Hotel

Cricketers Arms Tavern (COOKS HILL)

Lakeside Village Tavern

Shaft Tavern

Customs House Hotel

Lass O’Gowrie Hotel

Shenanigans at the Imperial

Delany Hotel

Lemon Grove Hotel

Stag & Hunter Hotel

Dockyard Hotel

M J Finnegans

Station Hotel (KURRI KURRI)

Duke of Wellington Hotel (NEW
LAMBTON)

Marquis of Lorne Hotel

Sunnyside Tavern
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D INE O UT FOR
D ISABILITY 2014

2

014 proved to be another successful year in partnership with the Newcastle
and Hunter Australian Hotels Association (AHA) as we celebrated the FIFTH
year of Dine Out for Disability

Dine Out for Disability is a unique initiative that sees local hotels and the Hunter
Community donate $1.00 from every meal to ConnectAbility.
Around 80 local hotels throughout the Hunter participated in 2014, with the staff,
Licensees and managers on board.
Not everyone understands how difficult it can be to leave your home to catch public
transport if you have a physical or intellectual disability. Just being able to access a
vehicle or understand what you need to do on public transport can be daunting for
people.
Many of the AHA owners have grown up, lived and worked within their communities and
know first hand the challenges faced by people with a disability and are determined to
make a difference by providing specialised transport opportunities for people living in
the Hunter.
With the support of Kent Woodcock, who continues to deliver fantastic media campaigns
for us and along with our media partners, NBN Television, Austereo and the Newcastle
Herald, Dine Out for Disability raised enough money to purchase a fully modified Toyota
Hi-Ace bus. This vehicle now assists many more ConnectAbility participants in being able
to get out and about into their communities, when they choose, giving them more
independence and control over how they live their lives.
People are able to get to sporting events, visit family, shop and utilise all the resources
the Hunter has to offer.

ConnectAbility is grateful for the support demonstrated by the AHA Executive and
members, and the opportunities it has given in enhancing choice and independence for
those that access our service.
The AHA owners don’t just walk into their businesses each day and then go home in the
evening. They develop relationships, understand the challenges faced by people with a
disability and look for opportunities to improve outcomes for the individuals and the
general community. True community citizens.
The benefits of the relationships built between the AHA Newcastle and Hunter owners
and the local community which includes ConnectAbility, our participants and their
families will be the long term improvements in how people with a disability are
recognised and valued within the Hunter.
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HOW

ONE MANS GROWING INDEPENDENCE
SUPPORTS HIS FAMILY

T

he National Disability Scheme was introduced to improve opportunities for
people with a disability to meet their goals and help them become more
independent and active members of the community.

ConnectAbility Australia has noticed a far greater benefit from the support outcomes
achieved by one of their participants Nic, following his transition into the scheme.
Nic is a young man in his early twenties with significant disabilities who transitioned to the
NDIS last year. One of Nic’s goals was to gain more skills of independence that would
mean he didn’t have to rely on his family to provide his every need.
The NDIS provided an opportunity for a support worker to meet Nick early in the morning
and assist him to learn how to undertake getting showered and dressed for the day and
how to make his own breakfast. This involved assisting Nic understand what was involved
in each activity, breaking down the activity into smaller tasks and providing him with the
skills and confidence to try to achieve them on his own. This took a little while and we are
not sure who was prouder on the day he got his own bowl and poured cereal into it – Nic
or his worker Jen.
These new skills are a fantastic outcome for Nic and couldn’t have been achieved without
the support of the funding received through the NDIS. Interestingly, ConnectAbility
noticed that while these skills were centred on Nic his whole family is benefiting.
His parents, who both work, and his siblings, who are at school, no longer needed to juggle
their morning schedule to assist Nic to get ready in the morning. This allows them more
time, less stress and they were able to interact as family members rather than carers. A
key struggle for parents of disabled young people is managing the required long-term care,

while continuing to be productive citizens and parents to the other children in the family.
The NDIS and ConnectAbility are working together to support these special families.
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JESMOND —A COMMUNITY HUB
hen Bridget Noonan accepted the part
time role of Manager at Jesmond she
knew her Community Development role
would assist in identifying community
need and facilitate in bringing people
together.

Youth and Family Counselling

Hall Hire

This important program is facilitated by two qualified
counsellors and runs across 5 days per week supporting
young people and their families either together or
separately.

Jesmond also oversee the hire of the Hall at Jesmond and
at the Silveridge Community Centre on behalf of
Newcastle City Council. The Hall is often booked by
community groups during the week and those holding
functions on the weekend.

Following the merger with ConnectAbility, Bridget has
continued in her role and looks for opportunities for
promoting inclusion, innovation in programs and capacity
building in individuals and the community through
investigating trends and unmet need.

Funding is supplied through the Dept of Family and
Community Services and referrals come to the service
either directly from a family or young person, schools or
Government Departments.

Community members are able to drop into the centre to
access information on resources and services available
throughout the area, take part in programs and activities
on offer through the centre or they can make contact by
phone. There are a number of individual programs and
activities on offer that the community are welcome to
join.

English Conversation classes and IT skill

Heartmoves
Heartmoves is an exercise program for seniors run by a
qualified fitness instructor twice a week. The program is
targeted for people with stable but long term health
conditions such as joint or mobility problems and the
participants often join after being referred by their
medical practitioners.
A side benefit of the program is the social network that
has developed between the participants where they now
follow their exercise program with lunch together.

Classes
To assist people from different backgrounds and skill level
Jesmond provides classes to assist women to improve
their skills and integrate more fully into the community.
In addition to learning to converse in English or upgrade
computer skills there is an opportunity to build social
networks.
Community Garden
A partnership between Jesmond and Stockland Wallsend
has resulted in the donation of land for the development
of a community garden.
The volunteer gardeners grow fruit trees, herbs,
vegetables and flowers which are picked and shared
within the community. The gardeners are a mix of ages
and backgrounds and provides people with a social
network in addition to accessing “home grown”
produce.

Looking into the future
Jesmond will continue to provide the local community
with opportunities to build, improve, engage and enjoy
social contacts and activities.
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THIS IS ME—THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF

T

hink back to when you were aged 13 to 15
and what you might tell your younger self
about self worth and confidence.

Through funding provided by Dept Family and
Community Services a program to build skills around
confidence, self esteem, team work and leadership was
facilitated at Jesmond between May and July 2014.
The program was designed for young women and
facilitated by Simone Darcy, a local artist, photographer
and workshop facilitator. Schools helped identify those
that would enjoy and benefit from the program.
For two months the fifteen young women met at
Jesmond weekly, working through a series of artistic
activities with a specific outcome to be achieved each
week.
The group worked together to create projects that
provided skills using photography and built positive
experiences around personal image and value status.
When the program commenced many of the girls were
too shy to have their photos taken saying they were not
pretty/thin enough or didn’t like having their photos
taken. Through working together, looking at self image
and identity the young women gradually became more
confident.
Culmination of the project was when the young women

took a series of self portraits that were later exhibited at
Lake Macquarie Art Gallery.
The project was so successful in supporting this group of
young women that a grant was achieved through Clubs
NSW to run the program again in 2015.
The experiences and skills learnt during the workshops
will be able to be utilised by the young women in
undertaking any role they may choose in the future.
A great outcome.
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INVESTMENTS IN THE YOUNG
Circus Classes
Each Wednesday after school a group of young people come together at Jesmond to
have a fun afternoon that also supports learning, team work, promotes fitness and
gross motor skill development and health and wellbeing outcomes through CIRCUS

Playgroup

CLASS.

The staff at Jesmond understand the importance of nurturing and teaching young
people in order to build better communities in the future.

The activity is run by
lead trainer of Circus
Avalon and
participants get to try
a range of activities.

As part of their commitment to inclusion a multi cultural playgroup runs each
Thursday with around 15 families from a variety of cultural backgrounds attending.
While the children play and learn together the mums get to socialise and make new
contacts and supports from within the community.

The program is
advertised through
local schools and is
free to join. This
allows everyone
within the community
to take part in an after
school activity
regardless of
individual
circumstance.
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OUR COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

David Bate Chair

David joined the CoM in 2010. Prior to retiring, David held the position of General
Manager, Client Programs with Northcott Disability Services. David was a Regional
Director with the Department of Ageing, Disability and Home Care and has spent over
eight years as a Senior Executive in the human services field with the NSW
Government.

Professor Frank Bates Deputy Chair
Frank joined the CoM in 2007 and was elected Deputy Chair in 2010. Frank is emeritus
Professor of Law at the University of Newcastle. Frank has been a Law Reform
Commissioner for Tasmania, a member of the Family Law Council and a Senior
Fulbright Scholar. Frank has been widely published on law related matters. His most
recent book was published in August 2015.

Holly Martin

Holly Martin's professional career has spanned more than 12 years in in-house
capacities as well as within consultancies. In 2012 she launched her own boutique
consultancy, Just Holly | Marketing, PR, Communication.
She has a broad based range of experience, including in the NFP, aged care,
Information technology, engineering, industrial, professional services and
manufacturing industries across both the public and private sectors.
Holly is also the Editor and Publisher of local business news website, Hunter Headline.

Scott Brooks

Scott Brooks has over 15 years of experience in the accounting and financial services
industries, including 7 years working in London, returning to Newcastle in 2014. Scott
is currently with Maxim Accounting & Business Advisors and is also a director of the
Hunter Business Chamber.
Peter Coughlan Treasurer
With family using similar service organisations within NSW, Scott is a keen supporter of
Peter joined the CoM in 2011. Peter is an Associate member of the Institute of
the industry and committed to ensuring ConnectAbility continues to provide valuable
Chartered Accountants in Australia. Prior to taking on this role Peter had supported the services to the local community.
organisation by providing guidance and expertise in relation to financial management.
Peter has his own consultancy business within the Thexton Armstrong group providing
Nathan Franks
assistance to business owners to grow their revenue, profit and value.
Nathan joined the CoM in 2015 to support ConnectAbility through sharing his ICT
skills. He has expertise in cloud computing, information technology and managed
Joan Gatt
services, Nathan is constantly seeking new ways to bring the future of computing to
Joan joined the CoM in November 2008 and is one of two Participant representatives.
the world of ConnectAbility. Nathan has a strong commitment to the community and
Joan has a 28 year old son with a disability and volunteers with the service to assist in
has been integral in developing strategic measures to allow advances in the way that
his support. Joan is an active member of the Jewells school community, assisting with
ConnectAbility works as an organisation.
student banking and other activities.

Robert Emanuel
Bob was elected to the CoM in November 2009. Prior to retiring in 2009, Bob was a
teacher in Engineering trades at TAFE NSW, Hunter Institute. Bob brings to the CoM a
willingness and enthusiasm to explore ways and means to maintain and improve
methods of fundraising and initiatives for the benefit of participants and staff of
ConnectAbility.

Anna Bailey
Anna Bailey is a Senior Solicitor at Harris Wheeler Lawyers with over 9 years’
experience in the legal industry including time spent in both the United Kingdom and
Europe. Anna’s experience extends to property law, commercial law and estate
planning. She acts for some of the Hunters major institutions and private clients
including the McCloy Group, Hunter Development Corporation and Port Stephens
Council. Anna is also on the committee of the Newcastle Business Club.

Maddies Models
These Plasticine models were made by Maddie during an art class.
The objective was to create a 3D model from a 1D picture.
A brilliant effort
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OUR SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
David Carey, CEO
Over the past 20 years I have been involved
in the community services sector. I first
became involved when I moved from
nursing into managing a supported
employment service for people with a
disability. This was my first exposure to
working with people with a disability and a
life changing appreciation of what hurdles
had to be overcome in order for those with
a disability to be accepted as equals in
Australian society.

placed on participants and families to truly
individualise services they receive and how
and when they receive those services.
ConnectAbility has worked closely with
families and participants through the NDIS
trial period to ensure continuity of service
through each transition.

Services cannot be delivered without a
cohesive team, from the committee of
management, to staff, volunteers, managers
and office staff and many thanks for
your commitment to providing these much
I have worked in aged care as part of a team needed services to the community.
who commissioned a new 90 bed facility. I Scott Harvey, Operations
set up a state wide out of home care
Manager
service working with children and foster
carers to provide safe and nurturing
It has almost been 20 years since Scott first
environments for children to grow up in.
walked through the door of ConnectAbility
Most of my time has been in disabilities and as a very green volunteer. Over this long
working towards improving access and the association with the organisation Scott has
quality of services for participants and
fulfilled many roles from providing
families. For those in this area of work
community supports to participants,
including me, it’s about making a positive
developing programs and resources to his
difference in people’s lives, that’s why we
current role as Operations Manager for
choose to work in this sector. Merging with ConnectAbility. Scott has an Arts Degree
Connected Communities has allowed us to specialising in Psychology, Cert 4 in
broaden our services in; aged care, children, Workplace Training & Assessment and Cert
family and adolescents counselling,
4 in Frontline Management.
multi-cultural services and a community
Scott said of his role
hub.
With the advent of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme a greater focus has been

the organisations journey. It is these
challenges which drive my motivation to
inspire change and the opportunity for
greater community participation, inclusion
and opportunity for people living with a
disability. I continually ask myself “what
have I done to improve the quality of
someone’s life today”? Over many years I
have made many long-standing
relationships with participants, their
families and many staff. These are very
important to me and drive my motivation
“to do better” every day.

years. She has a social science degree and a
Certificate 4 in Frontline Management. She
has a history of working in community
development for the past 10 years and has
managed two community centres.

Bridget provided the following insights into
her role

“Initially I was attracted to working in
Jesmond because of the high number of
migrants and refugee’s. My previous work
history was in Western Sydney where the
main client group is refugee and migrant
populations. As this is my area of speciality
My passion has always been to ensure a
the Jesmond community was a good fit. I
positive approach to support is provided
enjoy my work at Jesmond as our programs
without focusing on an individual’s
bring isolated residents together and allow
limitations and ensuring we have a skilled
them to form new friendships and practice
and knowledgeable workforce to deliver the
new skills.
best outcomes to people using the service. I
I am motivated by a deep belief in social
have a strong belief in human rights and
justice and this is aligned with the
equity for all. We must look at each
community development approach that
person’s vision to maximise their
Jesmond Neighbourhood Centre takes. I
independence and social and economic
participation as the benefits for the people believe those who are marginalised or
disadvantaged need a foot up to realise
using ConnectAbility and their
their dreams and goals. At Jesmond
families/carers are huge if we get it right”.
Neighbourhood Centre we work with those
Bridget Noonan, Manager &
who are on the margins of society and help
Community Development
them create better networks and develop
new skills to better meet their needs. We
worker
start with people’s strengths and build on
“Each and every day poses a new challenge, Bridget Noonan has been the Manager of
them to create enriching programs that
Jesmond Neighbourhood Centre for 3.5
but I am very proud to have been part of
foster relationships and new skills.”
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A GRAND OPENING

Thanks to the Dept Family and Community Services, Ageing Disability & HomeCare (ADHC) and their Equipment Modification Fund ConnectAbilty welcomed new automatic
doors to the Hamilton site. This will allow participants, families and stakeholders with mobility issues to access the building unaided. This supports people maintaining and
achieving independence as they no longer need to wait on a staff member to assist them.
Nathan Dunne was happy to pose with staff from ADHC (Susan Mullard, Anne Mullen and Ben Spence), when they stopped by to thank them for their efforts in in getting the
doors installed.
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A

BIG COMPANY WITH AN EVEN BIGGER HEART

W

hat does a large company such as Steggles have to do with ConnectAbility

CHICKENS!
Steggles has a long history of supporting local organisations and local communities
especially when they are in need of assistance.
When Michelle Mitchell, NSW Shop Coordinator, heard that the Jesmond Friendship
Club were having difficulties in providing a meal for its participants she was thrilled to be
able to step in and make a difference.
The Friendship club is made up of older community members who come together once a
week to enjoy a nutritious hot meal and entertainment. The group have been meeting for
some time and have formed close bonds with each other providing social interaction and
supports to each other.
Their favourite meal is of course a roast with all the trimmings.
As the cost of living has increased this has become more difficult to supply each week
and the Chef oversighting the program has tried to stretch the costs where possible. This
has meant that on some weeks there have been other meal choices whilst always
acknowledging that a roast would have been preferred.
Michelle felt that Steggles would easily be able to solve this problem and that our older
community members deserved to be able to have a meal of their choice.
Hence every month Jesmond Friendship Group receive enough chickens to supply them
with two meals. This assists in stretching their budget and gives people what they want.
A great outcome for everyone involved.
For Steggles this may seem like a small donation but for the participants of the group it
has huge implications. They enjoy their meal and their sense of wellbeing and health is
increased through participation in the group.
They also continue to feel valued as members of the community because of the
recognition Steggles provides them through their donation.

The Friendship Group celebrated Halloween by dressing up and enjoying their lunch in
the themed dining room. A great time was had by all.
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IF WE ALL WORK TOGETHER ….
Funds were raised through people donating towards raffles, a secret auction, sausage
sizzle and by playing in a BNI tournament.
Over $800.00 was raised for ConnectAbility on the day and further funds donated
throughout the following week.
ConnectAbility are grateful for the support of local businesses who also help promote
the organisation and build awareness of the skills, opportunities and needs of people
with a disability in the Hunter.
Kerry said he felt the day was a huge success and he planned to make this an annual
event by ensuring that his support of ConnectAbility meant we could support more
local people

Why are supporters so important to ConnectAbility, what outcomes are
achieved through their involvement and, why should you become
involved?

Local Businesses unite for ConnectAbility
Kerry Houghton of Jims Carpet Cleaning wanted to support ConnectAbility’s
participants to be able to achieve their dreams, so he decided to host a Putt Putt Golf
fundraising day in October 2014.
As a member of BNI (Business Network International) he invited other local
businesses to join on the day.
Close to 100 people spent the afternoon at the Broadmeadow Putt Putt Centre in
support of ConnectAbility.
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WE

BUILD BETTER COMMUNITIES

Cardiff Toyota— Keeping the ConnectAbility Fleet Moving
Through Cardiff Toyota’s initiative to support ConnectAbility’s Drive for Disability again
in 2015 ConnectAbility is able to keep our fleet updated and on the road .
Many of the people we support are unable to access public transport and look to
ConnectAbility to assist them to get into their communities. To help in ensuring our

fleet is updated and contains the safety equipment needed by the organisation Cardiff
Toyota generously donated $1.00 from each vehicle serviced over April and May of this
year. The team at Cardiff Toyota also understood that like them many of the
ConnectAbility participants are car enthusiasts and look forward to perhaps achieving
their goal of driving a car. To assist them on their journey ConnectAbility were also able
to look at driving practice software that everyone enjoys utilising through the generous
donations from Cardiff Toyota.
This invaluable partnership
demonstrates how business can
contribute to a more equitable
society where everyone has equal
opportunity and access to work
towards dreams.

(Tracy Busch from Cardiff Toyota
and Scott Harvey from
ConnectAbility inspect a new
Toyota at handover)
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MY LIFE IS AN ADVENTURE—
Being able to follow your dreams and live the life you choose is Jordan’s mantra on
being a ConnectAbility Participant.
When Jordan first started coming to ConnectAbility he wasn’t sure exactly what he
wanted to do in the way of activities and social interactions—just that he was
determined to make the most out of every day.
Through building relationships with his workers, Jordan began to envisage what he
wanted out of life. He tapped into the skills, expertise and passions of staff who were
then able to assist him to achieve goals that he had
only dreamt about.

Night Fishing
Jordan loves fishing so one of his first goals was to get out and enjoy a spot of night
fishing. Jordan and his worker identified time, location and gear. There was discussion
on what type of fish he was after and where it might be found and how to safely fish
at night.
While the haul was small the experience was huge—Just like a fishing story should be.
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JORDAN’S STORY
Camping
For Jordan camping is an all inclusive term. It encompasses four wheel driving,
swimming, canoeing and cooking on a fire. It is a passion for the outdoors and
sleeping under the stars. Through ConnectAbility Jordan was able to identify a worker
who shared similar interests and was able to accompany him. This is now a regular
activity for Jordan and his skills around planning have developed. He is now more
confident in his abilities to support himself and identify and mitigate risks along the
way. The camp sites are often unique in their location requiring decision making on
where to set up, make the campfire and how to leave the area when you are finished.
Jordan has also developed a sense of teamwork and ensures that those who are with
him also remain safe and enjoy the experience.
Helping support a person to learn responsibility, decision making and independent
skills is a privilege for ConnectAbility.
Art
Jordan's love of drawing was explored and developed during his ongoing classes with
ConnectAbility. His bright ‘Pop Art” style fitted perfectly with his love of skateboarding
and so he commenced painting skateboard decks. He visited an exhibition of “Pop
Art” in Sydney with another ConnectAbility artist so they could gather ideas. He
worked weekly with ConnectAbility’s Art Facilitator and then entered one of his
skateboards along with other work into a local exhibition. When they sold he was
delighted to be able to share his success with his family.
He continues to develop his style and has a portfolio of works to refer to.
Jordan is typical of a young man looking to take control of his life. His experiences will
continue to inspire him and ConnectAbility are proud to be walking with him as he
achieves his dreams.
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TREASURER’S REPORT

fund future employee leave entitlements, ongoing replacement of the motor vehicle
fleet and the like, the overall measure of solvency is substantially unchanged over
The 2014/15 financial year saw last year’s predictions of a challenging year coming to
recent years as indicated in the graph below.
fruition. Our underlying trading result for the year was a loss of $1,095 which was
The graph as below shows there was a reducing reliance through the 2014/15 year on
generally in line with the original budget. It was pleasing to note that whilst there were
ADHC funding (the 2013/14 figures are indicated in brackets beside the narration).
movements between the actual and budget figures, some positive and some negative,
However as the graph indicates this is being replaced by the increasing reliance on
across all the income and expense categories, our overall budgeting process has been
revenue from participants funded through the NDIS.
shown to be robust. This in turn provides confidence for your Board with regards to
our future plans and our ability to maintain strong control across all major expense
Consistent with last year’s report, apart from the movement from ADHC to NDIS as
areas even in the event of changes to revenue.
major revenue sources, your Committee would naturally like to see a considerable
In accordance with relevant Australian Accounting Standards the take-up of the net
further diversification of income streams; however in line with most entities in the
assets ($143,235) arising from the merger with Connected Communities Incorporated broader Disability Services sector achieving this aim is challenging. The merger with
is required to be reflected as an income item in the Profit and Loss Statement.
Connected Communities Incorporated is an initial step in this direction. Based on our

Trading outcomes

understanding of likely trading conditions through 2015/16 the budget as adopted by
As a result of the treatment the total reported trading result for the year was a surplus
the Committee of Management indicates a trading surplus of $57,472 and a cashflow
of $142,140.
surplus of $240,395 Whilst the Committee is comfortable with the projection for the
Through the course of the year we received a total of $39,548 in donations. I take this 2015/16 year there is continuing and ongoing concern relating to the long term
opportunity to acknowledge their support and give our grateful thanks to all our
implications of a full scale roll out of the NDIS. Whilst there have been some
community and corporate supporters. Some of their achievements are detailed within incremental improvements in the broader funding model it is the Committee’s opinion
that the current funding model remains insufficient to ensure the long term viability of
this report.
the Not For Profit disability sector as a whole.
Consistent with prior year there are 2 substantial non-cash expense items:
 depreciation ($155,925)
 movement in employee leave provisions ($61,511) .
Adding back these items to the trading result indicates a theoretical improvement in
cash reserves through the course of the year of $359,576. As the Balance Sheet
indicates, the cash on hand reserves as at 30 June 2015 have actually increased by
$312,759 on the balance from 30 June 2014. While it is comforting to have total cash
reserves of $1,604,247 as at year end this level of reserves is by no means excessive.
As a result of the increased size of the organisation, the ever increasing obligation to

Your Committee continues to
very closely monitor the long
term expectations to actual
performance to ensure that
appropriate financial
outcomes are achieved and
the entity is at all times
appropriately solvent.

(Table shows 2013/2014)

1% 3%

ADHC (12/13 - 86%)

1%
7%

NDIA recurrent (12/13 0%)

6%

NDIS Grant nonrecurrent (12/13 - 0%)
Consumer support
income (12/13 - 7%)
82%

Grants/donations (12/13
-4%)
Other (12/13 - 3%)

0%

(Table shows 2014/2015 )

3%

1%
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1%
ADHC (13/14 82%)
47%

48%

NDIS recurrent
(13/14 - 6%)

Finance, Risk and Opportunities (FRO) Committee
The FRO committee met on six occasions during the financial year. The key aim of this
committee is to provide support to the Committee of Management and management
staff in the areas of general risk management and to aid in the identification and
leveraging of opportunities to diversify funding and grow services.
The FRO committee achieved the following key goals during the year:
 continued to explore merger opportunities with likeminded bodies to identify
opportunities to better deliver service to those in need within the broader Hunter
region.
 continued to closely review all matters relating to the development of the Self
Funded Management and NDIS models as they apply within our region and as they
may be implemented in the longer term.
 close oversight and management of all financial activities/outcomes of the
organisation including the implementation of the fleet management system and an
improved staff rostering/timesheet system

Fundraising Activities
As in prior years our major fundraiser continues to be Dine Out for a Disability
supported by the Newcastle and Hunter Australian Hotels Association and the
community. The funds raised through this event provide ConnectAbility with
opportunities to enhance outcomes for participants, families and the organisation. As
noted above the changes in how the sector is funded following the introduction of the
NDIS will see an increased emphasis on attracting donations directly and through
events. The donations received in 2014—2015 were utilised to further enhance the
organisation’s motor vehicle fleet. Our sincere thanks to all who assisted.
The Fundraising Committee will continue to look at other opportunities to diversify
income through donations and fundraising.

General Observations
The Auditor’s Report and statements as well as the full copy of the financial
statements for the year ended 30th June, 2015 are included in the Annual Report.
Reiterating the point made earlier the ongoing challenge facing ConnectAbility is the
likely impact of the implementation of the NDIS under the funding model as currently
proposed. As well as impacting on trading performance the proposed timing of NDIS
cashflows will have a flow on impact of solvency. We are accordingly very mindful of
the need for extreme vigilance in managing ongoing income/expenses, cashflows and
cash levels. We are pleased to have been able to maintain current solvency levels
through the transition of a material number of our participants, ongoing vigilance is
required to ensure that this key measure of financial sustainability is maintained at
appropriate levels.
Naturally, in line with all Australian businesses, ConnectAbility must also continue to
pay careful attention to areas including information technology, fleet management,
diversification of income streams and employment law. These challenges appear to
increase in their scope and extent every year, and as such ongoing management and
Committee consideration is directed to these areas.
ConnectAbility has at its core the requirement to be constantly adapting to the ever
changing expectations and requirements of our current and prospective participants,
their families, employees and stakeholders. Your Committee, with the great support of
the management team and all employees, are striving to identify, meet and exceed all
the challenges as they are encountered. I take this opportunity to record my personal
appreciation to all those who have contributed to the combined efforts that have led
to ConnectAbility being the sound and substantial organisation it is today, and I look
forward to seeing it continuing to adapt and flourish to better meet the needs of those
in need.

Disclosure of Interests.
In accordance with the requirements of the Rules of Association, I advise members
that no payments have been made to any Committee of Management member other
than for reimbursement of out of pocket expenses incurred in the course of carrying
out their function as elected committee members.
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COMMUNITY SUPPORTING COMMUNITY

W

hen you think of an organisation
supporting a not for profit most people
think of corporate donations of money or
skills.

ConnectAbility are fortunate in that we have been
supported by other community groups.
Mulbring Rural Fire Service are usually found
out in the community putting out fires or assisting at the
scenes of accidents.
What many might not know is that they also provide
education and fun activities to schools and organisations
on fire safety.
For many of ConnectAbility’s participants with a disability
a fire can be a very scary and dangerous situation. The
smell, sounds and sense of panic can lead to people being
in danger. Through familiarising people with what they
might experience during a fire and making them feel
comfortable with our emergency services such as the Fire
Brigade, RFS, Police and Ambulance, ConnectAbility can
assist in improving life skills and outcomes for our people.
And lets face it—we all love our RFS volunteers.
In October we welcomed Captain Scott Callan and Fire
Service members Scott Finley and Andrew Taylor to
ConnectAbility. Captain Scott took people through what
to do if there was a fire and who would be coming to help
you. He explained the role of each person on the truck
and how the truck was equipped to support different
situations. Helmets and jackets were passed around so
that people could see how clothing would protect you.

Everyone was then delighted to find there were some fun
activities they could become involved in. There was a line
to get into the truck and try out the siren and an even
bigger line to test the fire hoses. People were amazed at
the pressure and how hard they were to handle.

When it came time to pack up there were even volunteers
to help roll up the hoses, which was harder than people
thought it might have been.

While everyone enjoyed the visit ConnectAbility is very
aware that for some of our people being exposed to
Gross motor skills were practiced in trying to knock the
situations and experiences that we take for granted is an
tennis ball off the cone, and how to hose your friends and important part of understanding and connecting with
colleagues was a popular side benefit.
your community.
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Aloojz and Margaret Novak

Kerry White

Alistair Woodcock

Kirsten Woodforth Photography

Automotive Action

KOFM

Baiada Enterprises Pty Ltd (formerly Barter

Lake Macquarie City Council

Enterprises Pty Ltd)

Leslie Potter

Bianca Grosz

Linda Miller

BNI Chapters Newcastle

Lions Club Jesmond

Cardiff Combined Probus Club

Lisa Baker

Cardiff Toyota

M&G Signs

Cardiff RSL, Cardiff

Markey Insurance

Charlestown Bowling Club

NBN Television

Cheryl Carkean

Narelle Liplyn

Chris Johnson

Newcastle Community Arts Centre

Disability Network Hunter

Newcastle and Hunter and NSW Australian Hotels

EDI Downer Rail, Cardiff
Ellen Ross

Association

Ethos Health

Newcastle City Council

Garry Willis

Newcastle Herald

Gavin Blyth

Newcastle NOW

Graham Heine

Newcastle Permanent Building Society

Grill’d The Junction

NSW Communities, Sport and Recreation

Hamilton North Bowling Club

Rachel Wen Jia Tan

Helen O’Driscoll

Southern Cross Austereo—NXFM & KOFM

Hunter Arts Network

Sue McKinnon

Hunter Residences, Stockton, Management and staff

Taylor Deutscher

IPAR
Jess Irwin and Nathan Pritchard
Jodie Armstrong
Kathryn Charlesworth
Kathy Buechner

Susan Porteous our Arts Facilitator oversaw the production
of close to 1000 decorations hand made by ConnectAbility
participants for the Hunter Arts Network Summer Bazaar.
Volunteer family members assisted in getting the individual
items ready for sale. Proceeds support our Art Program.

Terry Lawler and Lawler Partners management and staff
The Forum
Thelma Cotter
Theresa Roberts
Tim Osborn—Osborn Solicitors

Kayleigh Doyle

Tina Sierke

Kent Woodcock, Kent Woodcock Creative Solutions

Wendy Jessup

Kerry Houghton - Jim’s Carpet Cleaning

Wheelchair Rugby League NSW

We are very appreciative of all of the help and support that
we receive throughout the year from individuals, families, corporate
and community supporters
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FAREWELLS
Lyn Williams
After 15 years of keeping the ConnectAbility accounts in order
Lyn Williams made the decision to leave ConnectAbility to
spend more time travelling and to be with her family in
Queensland. We will all miss her expertise and commitment.
At any time there were often participants in Lyn’s office
looking to share their daily adventures. This openness with
people will be missed by participants, families and staff. We all
wish her well in her new adventures.
Fran Bills
Fran loved to see participants achieve their goals and dreams.
So it was with some reluctance that Fran decided to leave
ConnectAbility to pursue her own dreams and to be closer to
her parents. We will all miss her calm and thoughtful outlook
on life. We thank her for close to 20 years of providing quality
outcomes for people.

CONTACT US
Units 3 and 4,
46 Hudson Street,
Hamilton, NSW, 2303
P.O Box 225 Islington, NSW, 2296
Phone: (02) 4962 1000
Fax: (02) 4962 1030
E-mail: contact@connectabilityaus.org.au
Web: www.connectabilityaus.org.au

About ConnectAbility
ConnectAbility Australia was founded in 1992 by a group of community members and families to meet the
needs of people with significant disabilities to provide opportunities to access community based resources,
facilities and services. In 2015, a decision was made to diversify and grow the organisation to provide
supports and opportunities to other groups within the community and a merger between ConnectAbility and
Jesmond Connected Communities was completed.
We now provide a broad range of personalised supports to older community members, children and young
people and people with disabilities. ConnectAbility participants reside throughout Newcastle, Lake
Macquarie, Port Stephens, Maitland and other Lower Hunter local government areas.
Our approach is personal, flexible and centred on the person. Whether you are attending one of our
Friendship Groups as an older person, a playgroup, community education sessions, or are a person with a
disability looking to achieve goals and dreams ConnectAbility will work with you and, should you choose,
those closest to you to ensure you achieve your goals.
Dependent on your requirements, ConnectAbility can assist people with in-home personal care and domestic
assistance, shopping and meal preparation, assistance with medication management, social supports and
respite care both in-home and in the community. We look at creating meaningful relationships and true
inclusion for people within the community. There are a number of community education and support
opportunities offered such as language classes, vacation programs for school children, and youth and family
counselling.
Whether you are looking to undertake further education and training, volunteer work or recreational
activities using local facilities such as libraries, parks, gyms, shopping centres and other recreational venues
ConnectAbility can work with individuals to address any barriers that exist for people being able to achieve
their goals, dreams and aspirations.
We actively seek community and corporate supports and partners to further enhance opportunities and
outcomes.
ConnectAbility Australia is a not for profit incorporated association, and is registered as a gift deductible
recipient with tax charity concessions. We are governed by a Board consisting of volunteer community and
consumer representatives.
This report reviews our activities and operations for 2014/2015. Many of our supporters have had input into
the information in the report and have allowed their photos to be used and we are grateful for their
contributions.
It is also a celebration of the achievements of the individuals and families who use our services and we thank
all of them for allowing us to use their photos and share their stories in this report.
Additional copies of this report can be obtained from our office, website or by contacting us by e-mail, phone
or post.
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